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ABSTRACT
The complexity of GUI and some combinations of personalized settings make the UI display issues occur frequently. Unfortunately, little is known about the causes of UI display issues. The Android fragmentation and variety of UI components post a great challenge to repair the issue. Based on the our empirical study, this paper proposes Woodpecker to automatically detect, localize and repair UI display issues in Android apps. It detects screenshots with issues with computer vision technology, localizes buggy source code from screenshot, and repairs issues with pre-defined templates automatically. We evaluate Woodpecker with 30 real-world UI display issues, it can successfully detect 87% and repair 91% issues. We further apply Woodpecker to another 316 popular open-source Android apps, and successfully uncover 123 previously-undetected issues. It can automatically repair 116 (94%) issues, with 106 of them accepted by developers so far, while others pending (none of them is rejected). The Woodpecker demo video link: https://youtu.be/uPXEtqaIP8g.

1 RESEARCH PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
With the evolution of Android apps [1, 2], graphical user interface (GUI) is one of the most important ingredients in app development. A good UI design can make the app easy, practical and efficient to use, which significantly affects the success of the app and the loyalty of its users [17, 19]. However, more and more fancy visual effects in UI design such as intensive media embedding, animation, light, floating and shadows post a great challenge for developers in the implementation. Due to the GUI complexity, many display issues including occlusion and overlap, missing and incorrect information and blurred screen [10, 27] (as shown in Fig 1) occur frequently which negatively influence the fluent usage with the app, resulting in the significantly bad user experience and corresponding loss of users. While detecting display issues [10, 27, 53] is a necessary step toward improving GUI, it leaves a harder task of issue repair unsolved [18, 20, 38, 39].

![Figure 1: Examples of three types of UI display issues](image)

The difficulty of UI display issue repair is compounded by the software complexity with legacy code, code inconsistency, and code amount, especially in highly fragmented front-end code [5, 7, 18]. The developer must understand the problem, replay the issue, localize its root cause in the source code, and speculate about strategies to possibly repair it. Unlike the web UI, the rendering mechanism of Android UI is more complex, which requires more accurate issue localization and patching. Although there are many automated issue repair methods in Android crash bug and Web UI [8, 12, 31–35] based on genetic algorithm [18, 44, 46], search method [28, 41, 47], repair patterns [26, 55], and semantic information [14, 36, 50], none of them is patching Android UI display issues.

To tackle these challenges, we propose an approach to automate the whole process for reducing developers’ burden. Before doing that, we conduct the first empirical study in Android UI display issues about the root causes and repair strategies from 4,230 bug reports and construct the dataset. Through the manual categorization, we summarize 10 categories of root causes, and corresponding repair strategies, in terms of the three types of the UI display issues. In Fig 2 the occlusion and overlap issues can be caused by the unadaptable boundary or layout settings, and the common repair strategy is to employ an adaptive boundary. These findings facilitate developers in understanding the issues, and serve as the basis for the design of following repair method.

![Figure 2: Example of UI display issue repair](image)

Based on the observations, we propose Woodpecker to automatically detect, localize, and repair the UI display issues in Android apps. It mainly includes three parts: detecting UI display issues in screenshots, localizing issues in source code, and repairing issues with templates. Woodpecker takes the source code and APK of an app as input, automatically runs the app, and obtains the screenshots and corresponding view hierarchy files. It employs computer vision technology to detect issues in screenshots and highlights the buggy area. Then it obtains the coordinates of the buggy area, and localizes the buggy source code with the help of the detailed component information in the view hierarchy file. Finally, it repairs the issues by applying 9 pre-defined templates automatically.

We evaluate Woodpecker on 30 real-world UI display issues, and achieve the accuracy score of issue detection as 87% and repair as 91%. We further apply it to another 316 popular Android apps, and it successfully detects 123 previously unknown UI display issues. It can automatically repair 116 (94%) issues, and we submit these patches in Github pull requests, among which 106 are merged by developers so far, the rest are pending, and none of them is rejected.

1Our approach is named as Woodpecker as it is like the woodpecker (forest doctor) to effectively detect, localize and repair UI display issues.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

To ensure that mobile apps are working well, many static and automatic GUI testing tools to detect bugs, stylistic errors, and suspicious constructs [3, 4, 9, 40, 42, 45, 48, 49, 51, 54, 56]. Most of these existing studies targeted at the functionality issues as app crash. Recently, researchers shifted their focus on UI related issues to improve the usability and accessibility of mobile apps, such as UI rendering delays [16], image loading [24] and UI display issues [27]. This paper also focuses on the UI display issues to further disclose its root causes and repair approach.

Due to the uncertainty of test case generation [44], existing automatic program repair methods [11, 14, 21, 30, 36, 50, 52] can not be directly used for issue repair of mobile apps. For this reason, several automatic repair researches [13, 15, 20, 22, 26, 29, 44] for mobile apps used template-based issue repair method to fix crash bugs. Different from them, we target specifically at UI display issues with an automated approach in both repair and detection.

Except for Android issue, research in Web UI [8, 12, 31–35] compared the differences between current UI and oracle UI for bug detection, and use the search-based method to repair them. However, Android UI has a more complex rendering mechanism, which can’t modify CSS to repair bugs and check the correctness in real time like Web UI. Android can only modify the source code and compile and render it before checking its correctness. Therefore, repairing Android UI requires more accurate detection and location.

3 EMPIRICAL STUDY OF UI DISPLAY ISSUES

3.1 Dataset Collection and Categorization

To examine the mobile UI display issues, we search two popular open-source Android app hosting websites: F-Droid and GitHub to investigate the root causes and repair strategies. We employ the following criteria for app selection: more than 1K downloads in Google Play (popular), public issue tracking system (traceable) and more than 100 code commits (well maintained). And a total of 2,566 open-source Android apps are selected in this study.

Two researchers then manually check the above-returned candidate issue reports to ensure that the reports are truly related to the UI display issues. The third researcher reexamines the results until a consensus is reached. After such inspection, we collect 4,230 issue reports with UI display issues. These issue reports constitute the dataset of our empirical study. With the retrieved UI display issue reports, we conduct manual categorization to derive the root causes of UI display issues and repair strategies.

3.2 Why Cannot Mobile UI Display Correctly?

3.2.1 Causes of Occlusion and Overlap Issues. There are 72% of the investigated issues belonging to this type. These issues can be manifested by setting the Font size or Display size as largest. They mainly appear in the TextView, EditText and Button components. We summarize five categories (Unadaptable component setting, Absolute layout, Inappropriate Pixel density, Outdated widget version, Dynamic component generation) of root causes as shown in Figure 3.

3.2.2 Causes of Missing and Incorrect Information Issues. We observe 26% of the examined reports related to the missing and incorrect information issues. These issues mainly appear in the ImageView and TextView components. We summarize four categories (Error with external resources, Outdated API/SDK version, Encoding issue, Conditional statement logic) of root causes as shown in Figure 3.

3.2.3 Causes of Blurred Screen Issues. 2% of the issue reports are about blurred screens. The main reason is Android hardware acceleration is not turned on. Many apps can obtain good fluency of graphics rendering by using the device GPU, which requires the hardware acceleration as open. When it is turned off, the screen can easily get stuck, resulting in a blurred screen.
3.3 How Do Developers Fix UI Display Issues?

We found that 82% of the issues need to repair the XML file, and the rest need to repair the Java file. In the following paragraphs, we use the $Rx$ to refer to the example issue repair code in Figure 3.

3.3.1 Repair Strategies of Occlusion and Overlap Issues. The common repair strategies for the issues caused by unadaptable component settings are to employ adaptive boundary (R1, R2) or centered alignment (R3). For the absolute layout, the general repair strategies are to modify the layout to ScrollView or RelativeLayout (R5, R6). Besides, some developers would directly modify the parameters in the original alignment or layout setting (R4, R7), which is less flexible. The developers would modify $sp$ to $dp$ (R8) to tackle the issues caused by inappropriate pixel density. Utilizing a newer version (R9) can repair the issues caused by the outdated widget version, for issues caused by dynamic component generation, one would modify the defective code (R10, R11) to let it work properly.

3.3.2 Repair Strategies of Missing and Incorrect Information Issues. The common repair strategy for issues caused by the error with external resources is to utilize the correct external resources as shown in R12 to R16. Upgrading the API/SDK version (R17, R18) can repair the issues caused by outdated API/SDK version. For the encoding issue, developers employ the universal encoding or add the escape character to let the information display correctly (R19, R20). In addition, developers would modify the defective code to repair the issues caused by conditional statement logic.

3.3.3 Repair Strategies of Blurred Screen Issues. The repair strategy for this type is to turn on the hardware acceleration. Both the application level and activity level hardware acceleration are enabled to facilitate the graphics rendering.

4 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS

Based on the observations from the empirical study, we propose Woodpecker to automatically detect, localize, and repair the UI display issues in Android apps in Fig 4. Note that, the reason we should conduct the issue detection and localization before auto-repair is because the UI display issues are caused by complex control or data flow in the source code, and directly applying the repair templates can generate numerous false positives.

4.1 Detect UI Display Issues in Screenshots

Because the display issues in UI can be easily detected by visual information, we adopt the object detection model for issue detection, which includes a feature extraction network (50 convolutional layers), a regional proposal network (RPN) module, and an ROI pooling module. It uses our empirical study data for model training. We also propose a GAN-based data generation approach to improve the performance. Specially, according to the feature map obtained by feature extraction module and proposal obtained by RPN module. It will input them into the ROI pooling layer to visualize the regions. Finally, Woodpecker will output the bounding box of buggy area.

4.2 Localize Issues in Source Code

After issue detection, we localize the visual issues in source code which lays a foundation for auto-repair. Since we can only retrieve the position of the issues in the screenshot which could not be directly mapped to the source code, we employ the view hierarchy file to act as a bridge between them, and design a two-phase issues localization method.

We first fetch the coordinates of the buggy bounding box obtained from the screenshot. Meanwhile, we obtain the coordinates of all components in the screenshot from the view hierarchy file, which serve as the candidate localization targets. The obtained buggy bounding box might not perfectly match the actual buggy component. Hence we apply a relatively loose matching criterion, i.e., if the intersection area of the buggy bounding box and the candidate component is larger than 65% (through a pilot study) of the buggy bounding box, we treat the specific candidate component as the real buggy component. We then obtain the ID, type and text description of the buggy component from the view hierarchy file which serves as input for the second phase localization.

To further locate the buggy code snippet in source code, we use information retrieval based bug localization method [23, 37]. The utilized information includes buggy component ID, component type, and text description. In detail, we search source code for retrieving code snippets which match the component ID. For code snippets which successfully match, we then check whether the component type can also match the retrieved code snippets successfully. For some components without component ID, we use the text description and component type of component for retrieval. If more than one code snippet matches successfully, all of them are returned.

4.3 Repair Issues with Templates

In Fig 4, the issue repair would take the localized buggy source code as input, and use pre-defined templates to match the buggy code and repair the issue. Based on our empirical study about how developers repair UI display issues, Woodpecker defines 9 pre-defined templates (With the 9 templates, 86% UI display issues can be covered based on the statistics in empirical study). It checks whether the buggy code matches any of these 9 templates. Then Woodpecker will generate a corresponding patch from the template and automatically package the app to repair the UI display issue.

**Template 1: Apply adaptive boundary setting.** As shown in the code below, change the attribute of $layout\_height$ and $layout\_width$ to $wrap\_content$, by which the component can resize automatically to accommodate a larger text font.
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5 EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION

We evaluate the effectiveness of Woodpecker via experiments on its three main parts i.e., issue detection, localization, and repair. The evaluation dataset contains 30 issues from 30 different open-source Android apps in GitHub. Woodpecker achieves the accuracy score of issue detection as 87%, localization as 85% and repair as 91%. We further analyze the issues that cannot be repaired. The main reason is that the Woodpecker fails to localize the buggy code [25].

We further assess the usefulness of Woodpecker in real-world practice and randomly sample another 316 Android apps from F-Droid [6]. Given collected GUI screenshots, Woodpecker detects the UI display issues, and automatically generate repair patches for each detected issue. We then submit an issue report and a pull request with the generated repair patch for each issue. Woodpecker detects 123 previously undetected UI display issues from 107 apps, which again indicates the prevalence of UI display issues, and the necessity for auto-repair. It can repair 116 (94%) of them. For the 116 submitted pull requests, 106 of them are successfully merged by developers, while the remaining are still pending and none of them is rejected. 7 issues can’t be repaired due to the error in logic code and external resources which are beyond the scope of our study. Note that, due to space limit, Table 1 presents only part of the merged pull requests, with the full list on our website. This high ratio of accepted pull requests further indicates the effectiveness and usefulness of Woodpecker.

Table 1: Samples of GitHub merged pull requests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Commit ID</th>
<th>APP Name</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Version</th>
<th>Download</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8a76289</td>
<td>AlarmClock</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>3.09.01</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>32c637c</td>
<td>GPSLogger</td>
<td>Nav</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>54b272f</td>
<td>Syncing</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>1.18.0</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>66f9e05</td>
<td>J2MLoader</td>
<td>Game</td>
<td>1.70</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>195b5ed</td>
<td>Openfood</td>
<td>Health</td>
<td>3.6.8</td>
<td>1M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>eb359d</td>
<td>Goodtime</td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>2.2.7</td>
<td>500K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>703a262</td>
<td>PDFConverter</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>8.8.1</td>
<td>100K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>8767e55</td>
<td>Applt</td>
<td>Plugin</td>
<td>1.6.0</td>
<td>100K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>85b1e27</td>
<td>Commons</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>3.0.3</td>
<td>50K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Sa3b50</td>
<td>Openboard</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>1.4.3</td>
<td>50K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>edabdb</td>
<td>PDFMap</td>
<td>Nav</td>
<td>8.8.3</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>86c7be2</td>
<td>Hendroid</td>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>1.15.0</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1eerec</td>
<td>Minesweep</td>
<td>Games</td>
<td>12.4.2</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>d23ae3b</td>
<td>Democracy</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>4.2.0</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>757a286</td>
<td>Easer</td>
<td>System</td>
<td>8.2.2</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>956f661</td>
<td>Automatic</td>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>1.2.0</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>522547</td>
<td>ChessClock</td>
<td>Games</td>
<td>2.5.0</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>c7a2e24</td>
<td>LookkSat</td>
<td>Science</td>
<td>2.5.3</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>76f5e8</td>
<td>Frost</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>2.1.2</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>e6be61</td>
<td>Actions</td>
<td>Media</td>
<td>2.0.0</td>
<td>10K+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

When merging the pull requests, some Android app developers express thanks such as “Thank you very much for this improvement, this is great. Much appreciated!” (i.e., 4345457, PicardScanner), “Very nice! Thank you very much for this contribution!” (i.e., 8a76280, AlarmClock). Furthermore, some developers also express their thought about the UI display issues “I have to admit I didn’t think of this kind of issue at first and after a bit of testing the problem seems to be a bit more complex besides these login screens.” (i.e., 5fcf8e1, OpenWebWeaver).

In the future, we will keep looking for and fixing more types of GUI display issues with higher accuracy. And we will try to develop a more lightweight but efficient approach to locate the bugwe by scanning the source code with static analysis.
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